ABSTRACT PLA composites were prepared in an internal mixer with a lignocellulosic fiber having relatively large aspect ratio. Fiber content changed between 0 and 60 vol% and the homogenized material was compression molded to 1 mm thick plates. The composites showed anomalous behavior above certain fiber content. Their modulus and especially their strength decreased drastically and modeling also proved the loss of reinforcement at large fiber contents. Micromechanical testing showed that the mechanism of deformation and failure changes at a critical fiber content. Microscopic analysis indicated the formation of a network purely from geometrical reasons. The inherent strength 2 of the network is very small because of the weak forces acting among the fibers. This weak inherent strength makes the structure of the composites very sensitive to processing conditions, and decreases strength, reproducibility as well as reliability.
INTRODUCTION
The production of PLA and its use in all areas of life increase with a high rate.
PLA has many advantageous properties, but also some drawbacks, which are often counterbalanced by modification. Plasticization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , copolymerization [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , chemical modification [12] , blending [13, 14] are all used to adjust the properties of the polymer to the intended application. When PLA is used as structural material, its stiffness and strength can be improved by the incorporation of fillers or reinforcing fibers. Natural reinforcements are especially advantageous, since they result in composites with large stiffness, acceptable strength and the composite is even compostable [15] [16] [17] , which is an important advantage for most plastic materials.
Aggregation is always an issue for composites containing a large amount of fillers or fibers [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Aggregation depends on the ratio of adhesion and separation forces, the first being related to the surface energy of the components and particle size, while the second to shear forces acting during homogenization [23] . Lignocellulosic fibers, most of all wood, are usually quite large and their surface energy is small [24, 25] , thus the homogeneous distribution of the fibers is relatively easy in the matrix. Additionally, their aspect ratio is not very large, usually between 1 and 10, thus structural effects like aggregation and orientation are often limited in their composites. In fact, structural effects are discussed relatively seldom in the literature. For example, Drzal et al. [26] [27] [28] mentioned in some of their papers that the aggregation of wood fibers resulted in inferior properties. Occasionally non-reactive surface modification is used to facilitate processing and avoid aggregation [29] [30] [31] . However, structural effects depend very much on component properties and processing conditions thus each composite must be considered individually from this respect.
In a detailed study we compared six lignocellulosic fibers in PLA to determine the effect of fiber characteristics on composite properties [32] . Aspect ratio and particle size proved to influence properties considerably and contrary to many claims published in the literature [15, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] we found that interfacial adhesion is rather strong between PLA and lignocellulosic fibers. As a consequence, usually the fracture of the fibers is 4 the dominating micromechanical deformation process, which determines composite strength. In the case of one or two fibers, we observed anomalous behavior, which apparently resulted from structural phenomena [42] . Further experiments were carried out proving that under certain conditions fibers may interact with each other and this interaction results in the drastic decrease of composite strength. The goal of this paper is to report some of these results and call attention to a structural phenomenon rarely discussed in the literature.
EXPERIMENTAL
The PLA used in the experiments was the Ingeo 4032D grade (M n = 88500 g/mol and M w /M n = 1.8) purchased from NatureWorks (USA) recommended for extrusion by the producer. The polymer (<2% D isomer) has a density of 1.24 g/cm 3 , while its MFR is 3.9 g/10 min at 190 °C and 2.16 kg load. The composites, in which the structural effect was observed, were prepared with the Arbocel FT400 grade lignocellulosic fibers supplied by Rettenmaier and Söhne GmbH, Germany. The fiber has an average particle size of about 170 m, average length and thickness of 235 and 22 m, respectively, resulting in an aspect ratio of 12.6. The Filtracel EFC 1000 wood fiber (average size: 210 m, aspect ratio: 6.8) from the same supplier was used as reference filler, which did not produce the same structural effect. SEM micrographs showing particles of the two fibers are presented in Fig. 1 . Particle characteristics were determined quantitatively by laser light scattering, but also by image analysis from SEM micrographs.
Poly(lactic acid) were dried in vacuum oven while the fibers were dried in drying oven before composite preparation (110°C for 4 hours and 105 °C for 4 hours, respectively). The components were homogenized using a Brabender W 50 EHT internal mixer at 180 C, 50 rpm for 10 min. Fiber content changed from 0 to 60 vol% and three series of composites were produced from the FT400 fiber to confirm the existence of the phenomenon observed and to check the reliability of the measurements. The homogenized material was transferred into a frame of 320 x 240 x 1 mm dimensions placed between two steel plates. It was compression molded to 1 mm thick plates at 190 C with 5 3 mm preheating and 3 mm molding time using a Fontijne SRA 100 machine. The specimens cut from the plates were kept in a room with controlled temperature and humidity (23 °C and 50 %) for at least two weeks prior further testing.
Mechanical properties were characterized by the tensile testing of specimens cut from the 1 mm thick plates using an Instron 5566 apparatus. The measurements were done at 5 mm/min cross-head speed and 115 mm gauge length. Micromechanical deformation processes were followed by acoustic emission (AE) measurements. A Sensophone AED 40/4 apparatus was used to record and analyze acoustic signals generated during tensile testing. The particle characteristics of fibers and the structure, as well as the deformation mechanism of the composites were studied by scanning electron microscopy, SEM (JEOL JSM-6380 LA). Micrographs were recorded on tensile fracture surfaces. Polarization optical microscopy (POM) was also carried out to determine fiber distribution in the composites. Slices of about 2.5 m thickness were cut from the compression plates parallel with its plane and then micrographs were taken from them at various magnifications.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are discussed in several sections. First we present composite properties and call attention to anomalies in their composition dependence. Micromechanical deformations are analyzed next and structural reasons resulting in the anomalies are discussed in the final section.
Properties
The composition dependence of stiffness is shown in Fig. 2 for composites prepared with the reference wood flour and for the three series prepared with the fiber having relatively large aspect ratio. The modulus of the reference composite is smaller at most compositions than that of the other three composites and increases continuously with increasing fiber content, as expected. Standard deviation is slightly larger at large fiber loadings and the last points might deviate a little from the general tendency, but 6 structural effects are not evident on the correlation. The larger stiffness of the other three composites can be explained with the larger aspect ratio (12.6 vs. 6.8) of the fiber, and that is also expected. However, above 0.4 volume fraction fiber content stiffness deviates from the general tendency and the deviation increases with increasing fiber content. Since fiber orientation must be approximately the same in all composites and modulus is not very sensitive to aggregation, the structural effect causing the deviations must be severe.
The effect is demonstrated very well by Fig. 3 presenting the composition dependence of tensile strength for the four series. Strength decreases continuously with a relatively small slope in the case of the reference material. The stronger reinforcement of the fiber with the larger aspect ratio is quite evident from the figure; at small fiber contents the strength of the composites exceeds significantly that of the reference material. However, between 0.3 and 0.5 volume fraction fiber content strength drops drastically for all three series for some reason, which at this point is not quite evident. We may assume with quite strong certainty, though, that a new process initiated by a structural effect results in the premature failure of the composites. We must call the attention here to the fact that differences among the three series are quite large both in the absolute value of strength and in the composition at which the drastic decrease of strength occurs. The differences among the series are much smaller in the composition dependence of modulus. The larger deviation indicates that the effect causing them depends very much on processing conditions and must have changed from one series to the other in spite of all efforts to use completely identical conditions for sample preparation.
The reinforcing effect of the fibers can be estimated quantitatively by the simple model [43] , which describes the composition dependence of strength (Eq. 1)
where  T and  T0 are the true tensile strength ( T =  and  = L/L 0 ) of the composite and the matrix, respectively, n is a parameter expressing the strain hardening tendency of the matrix,  is the volume fraction of the fiber and B is related to its relative load-bearing capacity, i.e. to the extent of reinforcement. If the natural logarithm of reduced strength is plotted against the volume fraction of the fiber we should obtain a straight
the slope of which gives reinforcement, the load carried by the fiber. However, besides calculating B, the lines offer additional information, since any deviation from the linear correlation indicates structural effects very sensitively. The strength of the four series of composites is plotted in the form of Eq. 2 in Fig. 4 . The correlation is perfectly linear for the reference filler indeed, and also for the other three series at small fiber contents, but large deviations occur for larger filler loadings in the case of the latter three. The deviations are always negative indicating that the effect in question leads to poor strength and premature failure.
Micromechanical deformations
In heterogeneous materials stress concentration develops around the heterogeneities under the effect of external load. Stress maxima initiate local deformation processes, some of which can be followed by acoustic emission measurements. Burst like processes, like debonding or fiber fracture, are accompanied by elastic waves which can be picked up by piezoelectric sensors. We hoped that eventual changes in local processes offer us further information about the structure and failure mechanism of our composites.
The result of an acoustic emission measurement is presented in The results of an acoustic emission experiment carried out on a composite containing 50 vol% fiber is presented in Fig. 6 using the same scale as in Fig. 5 . We can clearly see that the number of signals is very small; most of them develop at failure and not during the preceding elongation of the specimen. The lack of signals indicates a drastic change in failure mechanism or at least in its initiation. The dominating local deformation process occurs very easily at very small stress. We can also see that although the shape of the cumulative number of signal trace is very similar in the two cases presented (see Earlier experiments proved that this fiber fractures parallel to its axis during deformation which leads to the failure of the composite. At small fiber content, characteristics stress measured in the other three composites is larger, exceeds 50 MPa, since the main local process generating acoustic signals is the fracture of the fibers perpendicular-9 ly to their axis. However, at large fiber content  AE decreases drastically showing a change in mechanism, which obviously cannot be the fracture of the fibers. We may assume at this point that the fibers form aggregates or a network and the break down of this network results in the failure of the composite, but we need additional proof to support this speculation. (Fig. 9b) . Some fibers touch each other, but the distribution of the fibers is quite uniform and no aggregation whatsoever can be observed in the micrograph. On the other hand, at 40 vol% fiber content the fibers overlap each other practically in the entire area photographed (Fig. 9c) and form some kind of a network. We cannot really call these contacts aggregation, since the distribution of the fibers and thus the network is completely homogeneous.
Structure
Network formation must result in the modification of properties and it really does as we saw in Figs. 2-4 and in the micromechanical response of the composites.
Rheological properties usually indicate even more sensitively the interaction of fibers, or in fact any particles [44, 45] . The torque recorded during the homogenization of the composites in the internal mixer is plotted against fiber content in Fig. 10 for the reference composite and for one of the series prepared with the fiber having the large aspect ratio. Torque increases with a moderate slope for composites containing the reference fiber and then it levels off. This leveling off may result from the increasing temperature caused by the larger friction in the composites containing more fibers. Torque is smaller for the FT400 fiber at small fiber contents, because of the orientation of the long fibers and due to frictional warming. However, above 0.3 volume fraction torque increases very steeply most probably because of the formation of the fiber network shown in Fig.   9c .
Discussion
In previous sections we showed that properties change drastically above a certain fiber content in composites containing a fibrous reinforcement with large aspect ratio. Micromechanical testing also confirmed the change of deformation and failure mechanism at the same fiber loading. Aggregation and network formation are well known in particulate filled [18] [19] [20] [21] and especially in nanocomposites [46, 47] . This is usually brought about by the interaction of the particles. For example, edge-to-plate interaction created by the OH groups located on the edge of the platelets and the silicate surface in layered silicate nanocomposites was shown to lead to the formation of a house-of-card structure and the steep increase of viscosity [45, 48, 49] . Very small spherical particles also interact to form aggregates and above a percolation threshold they form a network with the same result [44, 50, 51] . However, in spite of the active OH groups on their surface, lignocellulosic fibers usually do not aggregate, because of their large size and small surface energy. On the other hand, maximum packing fraction is relatively small, 0.51, at random orientation of the fibers [52] , thus network formation can start locally at relatively small fiber content. So in our case the fibers touch each other from purely geo-11 metrical reasons and the resulting network deteriorates properties. The small strength, the small critical deformation and the low acoustic activity all prove that the forces holding the network together are weak, thus it fails even under the effect of limited load.
The weak interaction among the fibers and within the network justifies the strong variation both in properties and in critical fiber content from one series to the other. Although we did everything to prepare the composites exactly the same way in each series, small differences in feeding the material into the internal mixer and further processing by compression molding led to changes in structure and consequently in properties. Such a variation is unavoidable under the conditions used. Better distribution of fibers resulted in larger characteristic stress (Fig. 8) , larger composite strength ( Fig.   3 ) and a larger threshold concentration for network formation. Obviously structure development depends very much on processing technology for fibers with large aspect ratio, which must be always kept in mind in the development of an industrial process and in practical applications.
CONCLUSIONS
PLA composites reinforced with a fiber having large aspect ratio showed anomalous behavior above certain fiber content. The modulus and especially the strength of the composites decreased drastically and modeling also proved the loss of reinforcement at large fiber contents. Micromechanical testing showed that the mechanism of deformation and failure changes at this critical fiber content. Microscopic analysis indicated the formation of a network purely from geometrical reasons. The inherent strength of the network is very small because of the weak forces acting among the fibers. This weak inherent strength makes the structure of the composites very sensitive to processing conditions, and decreases strength, reproducibility as well as reliability.
Processing conditions and composition must be selected very carefully when natural fibers with large aspect ratio are used for the preparation of composites. 
